
Improved patient selection for PEG insertion in England between 2007-2019  

Abstract 

Introduction 

A percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy (PEG) tube provides long term enteral nutrition to patients 

with impaired swallowing but a functional gastrointestinal tract. 30-day mortality following PEG 

insertion is 8.9%, largely due to the underlying illness in this patient group. Following description of 

poor outcomes in patients with dementia, we examined changes in PEG indications in England.  

Methodology  

A retrospective study of the Hospital Episode Statistics database for all patients who had a PEG 

inserted between 2007 and 2019. The indications for PEG were identified using International 

Classification of Diseases-10th revision codes and changes in the prevalence of different indications 

examined. In particular, we reviewed the interval between stroke diagnosis to PEG insertion as a 

subgroup analysis.  

Results 

A total of 87,682 patients were identified with a PEG insertion: 58% male, median age 69 (IQR 57- 79). 

38.5% (n=33,776) of PEG were inserted for stroke, 25.9% (n=22,688) for other neurological conditions 

(including motor neurone disease, multiple sclerosis, Parkinson's disease, muscular dystrophy and 

cerebral palsy), 20.7% (n=18,107) for head and neck cancers, 1.9% (n=1630) for oesophageal cancers, 

1.6% (n=1369) for traumatic brain injury and 1.3% (n=1112) for dementia. The prevalence of dementia 

and stroke as indications for PEG insertion fell over the study period; dementia- 2.2% (n=147) to 0.5% 

(n=28) ; stroke- 42.8% (n=2851) to 32.8% (n=1781). The prevalence of other neurological conditions 

as indications for PEG insertions increased from 23.6% (n=1573) to 28% (n=1518) and head and neck 

cancer increased from 18.1% (n=1204) to 23.7% (n=1286) over the study period. The median interval 

from stroke diagnosis to PEG insertion increased from 21 (IQR 12-36) days in 2007 to 28 (13-45) days 

in 2019.  

Conclusion 

The number of patients undergoing PEG insertion for dementia and stroke fell over the study period 

and the time interval to PEG insertion after stroke increased. This population based data suggests that 

patient selection for PEG insertion has improved considerably over the study period in England.  

 


